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Artsyl Technologies releases Questys Enterprise Content Management 

System connector for docAlpha IDR data capture solution. 

 

Tight integration of Artsyl's docAlpha Advanced Capture Platform Further Expands Capabilities of Questys, 

delivering auto-classification and filing of documents and data for public and private sector organizations 

  

ONTARIO, CANADA (March 2, 2016) — Artsyl Technologies, Inc.™, a leading global provider of 

data capture and document processing automation technologies today announced the official release of 

its Questys Enterprise Content Management (ECM) integration. The tight integration of Artsyl’s 

docAlpha Advanced Capture Platform with the Questys Enterprise Content Management (ECM) 

Platform provides a powerful intelligent capture solution to streamline and automate many of their 

paper-based processes by intelligently auto-classifying and indexing scanned files into their on-

premises or cloud Questys repositories with metadata. 

Artsyl’s docAlpha enables Questys customers to reduce manual data entry costs, increase data 

accuracy and improve document processing speed. Questys will market the Artsyl docAlpha integration 

as its Advanced Capture solution to existing clients and prospects. 

“Adding the Questys connector to our portfolio of ECM and ERP integrations presents an exciting 

opportunity for Artsyl and for the Questys community of resellers to dramatically increase the return on 

investment for clients investing in ECM,” says Jeff Moore CSO/Partner at Artsyl technologies, Inc.  

“The Questys integration with Artsyl’s docAlpha to deliver an Advanced Capture solution presents a 

significant productivity and cost savings opportunity for our clients,” said Mike Myers, CEO at Questys 

Solutions. “With Advanced Capture, enterprises can more effectively organize, manage, secure and 

process their information, which leads to better decisions, faster results, improved collaboration and the 

highest levels of security and compliance." 
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docAlpha provides fully automated document classification, data extraction, rules based validation of 

data, automated splitting and routing of documents to users or queues with email notifications and 

unmatched export integration capabilities.   

Key features of Artsy’sl Questys Document Management System integration include: 

 Instant data transfer from Artsyl to Questys 

 Full document and meta-data transfer between systems 

 Fast and easy deployment with Questys 

 Provides central control over standards, security and auditing; 

 

About Artsyl Technologies, Inc. 

Artsyl Technologies, Inc. is the innovative company behind the docAlpha Intelligent Document Recognition (IDR) 

platform. For over 10 years Artsyl has been designing, building and innovating technology used by companies 

globally to reduce their document processing burdens. Whether you have Accounts Payable Invoices or Medical 

documents like Claims, EOBs or Patient Records docAlpha is designed to make their processing easy. docAlpha 

can be used in any business process to automate the classification, data extraction, validation and routing of 

mission critical information to its proper line-of-business application. docAlpha is a state-of-the-art IDR platform 

designed using Microsoft .NET and a Services Oriented Architecture (SOA) which allows it to scale up for 

Enterprise level On-Premise deployment or be used as a CLOUD based SaaS solution. docAlpha is sold through 

distributors and VARs globally. Visit http://www.artsyltech.com for more information. 

 

Visit http://www.artsyltech.com for more information. 
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